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Suffering a major health crisis shouldn’t be the 
impetus to overhaul your life.

Be inspired to proactively prioritise your health  
and wellness.

Understand that lifestyle is the cornerstone of 
fulfillment, and your poor lifestyle choices are the 
shackles that hold you back, stifling your potential  
for peak health, performance, productivity and  
life enrichment.

Welcome to the Diskin Life 3 Step Vitality Program™, 
a whole-person approach to your health and wellbeing, 
empowering you to upgrade your quality of life, unlock 
your potential and live without limits, naturally…

Our 3 Step Vitality Program™ helps you transform 
from feeling HopeLESSly distracted, inefficient and 
frustrated, due to pain, stress and fatigue, (even if you 
can’t sense the warning signs), to being HopeFULLy 
inspired, focused and energetic. 

Seize your birthright to be 100% healthy.
thrive full of vibrant energy.
Live your true potential every day.

Feel Better   Be Better   Live Better™

Upgrade your quality of life, unlock your 
potential and live without limits, naturally…
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Y You are only concerned 
with a temporary band-aid 
approach to your health.

Y You prioritise servicing your 
car before it breaks down,  
but not your health.

Y You think that if you can’t 
feel it, why be proactive and 
fix what isn’t broken?

Y You believe you can’t control 
your destiny, so why bother 
trying to improve yourself?

Y You are not willing to 
prioritise your time for 
your long-term health and 
wellbeing.

Y You are not willing to invest 
money in your long-term 
health and wellbeing.

Y You are not open to 
unfamiliar concepts, even if 
they make sense.

Y You are not prepared to 
make positive changes in 
your life.

Y You are looking for a single 
magic bullet to solve your 
problems.

When is the Best time  
to Start this program?
Are you too busy to prioritise 
your healthier living journey? Are 
you struggling to “find time” to 
dedicate to taking better care 
of yourself? Worse still, are you 
waiting for a health scare that 
forces you to react, like visiting 
a dentist only when have a 
toothache, instead of preventing 
decay in the first place? Find 
the time today to proactively 
take charge of your health and 
wellbeing. Seize the resources to 
build a solid foundation for your 
long-term wellness and  
start reaping the rewards.

WARNING
thiS iS Not
For yoU IF...

program objectives
At Diskin Life we take a wholistic, 
broad-visioned approach to your 
care. Our 3 Step Vitality Program™ 
begins with a comprehensive, 
structured program designed to 
first address your more obvious 
health concerns, primarily pain, 
energy, stress and posture.  
Then, you can build your health 
on a solid foundation, beyond  
just how you feel.

We further offer advanced, 
future-visioned strategies for 
you to institute life-changing 
improvements to the way you live 
your life, allowing you to unlock 
greater vitality and wellbeing, 
adaptability, resourcefulness, and 
productivity. We support you with 
the tools to make you a better 
you, so that you can ultimately  
live life to your full potential.

Do you believe it is your 
birthright to be 100% healthy, 
and to thrive, full of vibrant 
energy and express your full 
potential every day? If you are 
not performing at your absolute 
optimum, don’t blame what 
you were born with, or without. 
Who you are today is likely the 
consequence of how you have 
lived your life until now.

Your degree of health and vitality 
is based on how you choose to 
live, and is either a recipe for 
illness, suffering and mediocrity, 
or fuel to super-charge your life, 
and thrive with clarity, purpose 
and fulfillment.

Why this 
program?

advanced Notice
We don’t believe in purely treating 
symptoms when they arise. 
What is the point in reacting to 
illness and injury when we can 
proactively intervene and prevent 
these conditions taking root? Not 
only will we help you understand 
your obvious symptoms, and what 

our purpose
We are passionate about guiding 
and supporting you to master 
your healthier living journey. 
Consider it a long-term investment 
in your health. Every step you 
take through the program is like 
depositing wellness credits into 
your health account, which will 
secure your future wellbeing  
and vitality.

to do about them, we will also 
give you insight into your ‘sub-
clinical’ issues that are not yet 
noticeable. Often we can pinpoint 
areas of sub-optimal function and 
performance, as well as health 
conditions in their relative infancy, 
before they become advanced 
and more serious. This means you 
can get a head start on potential 
health problems and nip them in 
the bud before symptoms even 
manifest, or worse, deteriorate 
and become debilitating. They 
key is recognising these issues 
early and harnessing the tools to 
reprogram your health.

We are here to serve you when 
you are ready to participate in an 
empowering, wholistic lifestyle 
program to infinitely feel better,  
be better and live better.
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Life Without Limits!

Comprehensive Consultation & Assessment 
Feel better, by knowing how your body actually works and 
doesn’t work, and what else may be limiting your potential. The 
foundation to discover your concerns, goals, needs and physical 
baselines for future progress referencing.

Integrative Chiropractic
To continually and progressively enhance your 
performance potential. Reprogramming, 
retraining and synchronizing your neurological 
patterns to better adapt and perform.

Wellness Education
Ultimate Supportive 
Strategies Progressively and 
proactively optimising your 
lifestyle with sustainable 
systems, concepts and 
action strategies. STEP 2

Life 
Upgrade

STEP 3
Life 

Momentum

STEP 1
Life 

Assessment

the DiSkiN LiFe 3 Step vitaLity program™ iS DeSigNeD 
to progreSS participaNtS throUgh 3 StepS.

Continually optimise 
your global health, 

lifestyle and quality of 
life with MOMENTUM 

strategies.

So you can 
UPGRADE your 

health and life for 
new possibilities 

progressively.

Designed to give you 
a comprehensive and 

deep insight about 
your actual current 

state of health.

Life 
assessment™

Life  
Upgrade™

Life 
momentum™

Step
1

Step
2

Step
3
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visit 2 – on your second visit 
we will discuss your results and 
recommendations:
We will report what we found, what it all means, and 
answer all your questions.

We will provide you with practical recommendations 
and strategies to facilitate optimal health outcomes.

You will be given choices, including self-help 
strategies to accelerate your progress.

You will usually be able to begin your Integrative 
Chiropractic LIFE UPGRADE care on this visit, 
provided we believe you understand and are ready 
for what we propose.

Please allow at least one hour for this visit.

Diskin Life Evidence Informed 
Physical Assessment Protocol

The physical assessment may include some or all 
of the following: surface Electromyographic (sEMG) 
and Thermal Scans, Heart Rate Variability (HRV), 
Digital Posturography, and Low-dose digital spinal 
x-rays (when necessary). We will also observe and 
study your body movements, reflexes, strength and 
organ function, and conduct other nerve and spinal 
examinations.

visit 1 – your first visit is to find  
out if, and how we can help you:

Prior to your first visit, you will receive our unique 
in-depth health history questionnaire, to complete 
before your appointment.

Our friendly staff will welcome you when you arrive  
at our centre for your assessment.

Comprehensive Personal History and  
Prospective Consultation

We will carefully listen to you and discuss your health 
concerns and goals.

Biometric Technology-Based Assessment

We will physically examine you using a series of 
specialised tests, including non-invasive state-of-the-
art bio-analysis technology, to assess your underlying 
condition and needs.

This will accurately and objectively measure and 
record your baseline function and behaviour, and 
is the benchmark for future monitoring results. The 
assessment goes beyond just evaluating how you 
“feel”, and enables us to discover how your body is 
actually working, so that we can study the results, 
explain them to you and make recommendations  
for your ongoing care.

It’s possible to “feel healthy” and be latently unwell 
because how you feel does not always accurately 
reflect everything that is actually happening in your 
body. That is why we supplement discussions about 
“how you feel” with objective, physiological data to 
better build your health profile.

Please allow up to one hour for this visit.

Diskin Life’s comprehensive LIFE ASSESSMENT is a whole-person investigation to 
discover how your body is and isn’t working, and how we may be able to help you 
achieve your health and life goals.

Your comprehensive LIFE ASSESSMENT is crucial for establishing your concerns, 
goals, needs, and baseline health. By clearly determining the status of your 
wellbeing, we can create an effective plan to help you achieve optimal health.

It’s MUCH MORE than just a functional diagnostic tool.

For many, the LIFE ASSESSMENT also goes a long way to explaining past 
structural and behavioral challenges, why certain things either don’t work, or only 
work to a limited degree. It can be quite revealing, educational and cause some to 
make immediate changes, based on new knowledge about what’s actually going 
on within their minds and bodies.

We guarantee this is the most thorough assessment of its kind you have 
experienced, or we will refund your cost of the service.

The Assessment takes place over two visits.

Step
1

Life assessment™

CompReheNsIve BIometRIC  
teChNoloGy-BAsed AssessmeNt

Feel Better with the facts to determine your needs,  
then create a plan of action.

Why do I feel limited  
in the things I can do?  
I want to do more!
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progressive Digital 
posturography
We use Progressive Digital 
Posturography to record and 
analyse your posture, and the 
resulting stresses and strains it may 
place on the structure of your body 
and affect your function. The more 
your posture deviates from the 
centre of gravity, the greater weight 
distortion and stress load it places 
on your spine and nerve system. 
For every 2mm deviation, the 
approximate extra weight burden 
is one kilogram. This test is totally 
non-invasive

X-rays of your Spine
We use x-rays to thoroughly 
evaluate your skeletal make-up.  
This blueprint of your bones 
primarily enables us to posturally 
view your skeletal alignment, 
biomechanics, wear and tear 
patterns, and any congenital 
anomalies. These images give 
great insight into the history of 
your spine, body and life. We have 
installed special x-ray imaging 
technology called the Summit High-
Frequency Low-Dose Full-Spine 
Chirotech System, (the first of its 
kind in Australia). This user-friendly 
system produces less radiation than 
conventional x-rays, so it’s safer  
for all ages.

Digital imaging
We strive to be at the forefront of 
technological innovation and have 
installed a state-of-the-art digital 
x-ray image capture scanner, 
dedicated computers, and special 
viewing screens to enhance our 
existing x-ray imaging system.

Benefits include:
U Lower rate of exposure with 

enhanced digital optimisation.

U Larger than life images easily 
viewable on a 42-inch HD 
screen.

U Faster reporting by medical 
radiologists, securely via the 
internet.

U Images can be transferred 
onto a CD for your 
convenience.

U Environmentally friendly - there 
is no film or toxic chemical 
handling and disposal.

U Time, space and cost savings, 
with minimal handling, storage, 
and postage delays.

Surface 
electromyographic 
Scans (semg)
sEMG scans allow us to observe, 
measure and record your spinal 
muscle activity patterns. This 
provides an insight into your 
muscle function and performance, 
particularly your spinal muscle 
balance and activity levels, as well 
as your spinal stability. This may 
be associated with nerve system 
stress or interference, causing 
over-activity, under-activity and 
imbalances. Sensors are gently 
placed on your skin over the spine 
to measure the electrical output of 
the nerves via muscle activity.  
This test is totally non-invasive

thermal Scans
Thermal scanning utilises infrared 
technology to read and compare 
skin temperatures on both sides  
of your spine, providing feedback 
on the relationship between how 
your spine and autonomic nerve 
system function. This provides a 
window into how your organs may 
be working. This test is totally  
non-invasive.

heart rate variability 
(hrv)
HRV measures the physiological 
phenomenon where the time 
interval between heart beats 
varies. We study your HRV and 
its relationship to your body’s 
ability to cope and adapt to 
environmental stress, providing 
feedback on your autonomic 
(sympathetic and parasympathetic) 
nerve system balance and activity. 
You simply place your hand on 
the sophisticated sensor pad, 
which simultaneously detects and 
analyses your various physiological 
functions. The better your body 
copes with stress, the more likely 
you are able to adapt and fight  
off illness. This test is totally  
non-invasive.

progressive assessments
Throughout this program, we will regularly monitor your progress, both objectively and subjectively. This will ensure 
you are continually gaining the optimal value from your LIFE UPGRADE care and LIFE MOMENTUM lifestyle 
strategies. Monitoring data will provide feedback on how you are responding and advancing your health, and inform 
any changes we may need to introduce or recommend.

	  

	  

Establishing health 
baselines and monitoring 
progress objectively.
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Our intention is to help you upgrade and reorganise 
your life potential, by synchronising and reprograming 
your nerve system with better, new, more adaptable 
and sustainable strategies. Instead of returning to 
your old life, with its predictable, undesirable “as 
usual” outcomes, our intention is for you to emerge 
reinvigorated with a new lease on life.

Our Integrative Chiropractic approach uses the 
Network Care system, with its gentle touch contacts 
on your spine to cue and engage your nerve system. 
Like learning a new language or new exercises, a 
structured, sequential program of sessions trains your 
body for new abilities to better function and perform.

gentle and effective
These body-brain retraining sessions are intended 
to reprogram new and more efficient patterns in your 
nerve system, rather than trying to restore you to 
your previous patterns and old self (which led to your 
current state). There is no forceful or unpleasant 
popping or cracking of your spine during this 
process. Our remarkably gentle, yet powerfully 
effective care approach is backed by decades of 
clinical practice. Dr Ari Diskin has more than 28 years 

professional experience helping more than 10,000 
people, and has undertaken thousands of additional 
hours of continuing postgraduate education.

awareness
We live in a world drowning in propaganda promoting 
unhealthy fast foods, useless instant fixes that 
don’t last, and immediate (often unsustainable) 
gratification. So, it’s easy to lose sight of the basic 
principles of congruent and authentic healthy living. 
Since many people have lost their ability to be aware, 
let alone know their body’s long-term needs, there is 
an urgent yet basic need to refocus on improved self-
awareness and more sustainable living practices. 

the Big picture perspective
Our LIFE UPGRADE Integrative Chiropractic care is 
based on getting to know you as a “whole-person 
in context with your life”. It’s about knowing that all 
parts and systems of your body have purpose and 
are interdependent on each other. Everything in your 
entire life matters, so we consider your health from 
a big picture perspective to obtain the best results. 
Regardless of whether you present with obvious 
distressing symptoms, or you are primarily concerned 
with optimising your performance, our comprehensive 
approach will build a complete profile of your health 
and needs.

Upgrade or reboot
Who doesn’t want to be upgraded? You can upgrade 
your transport and accommodation, so why not the 
rest of your life too?! When your computer plays 
up, you can reboot it to restore it back to how it 
was before it malfunctioned. Alternatively, you can 
upgrade your computer to a flashy new version 
and reorganise the software so that you can enjoy 
enhanced performance and functionality.  

Life Upgrade™

INteGRAtIve ChIRopRACtIC 
Be Better by reprograming, retraining and synchronising 
your neurological patterns to better adapt and perform.

Step
2

Without self-awareness, your likelihood for improving 
any given situation is poor. When you learn how to 
listen to and focus on your body, you will more likely 
prevent poor health or circumvent a major crisis. 
You will become more aware of your body’s cues to 
modify your behaviour by better understanding your 
symptoms, and how they may be your strongest 
allies, as compared to our cultural belief that they are 
your enemy to be eliminated. Learn about your ability 
to support self-healing, by eating better, thinking 
more clearly and moving more appropriately, as well 
as many other healthier living behaviours. Develop 
greater discipline against destructive behaviours, 

thoughts and lifestyle patterns for optimal living and 
sustainable health.

We will help you become more aware of, and pay 
better attention to your health, and direct your focus 
towards healthier living consciousness. This may 
involve you gaining a new perspective, more positive 
attitude, and a fresh focus toward yourself and 
your life. With your improved awareness comes the 
realisation of how vital open communication is to 
optimal body function and life enjoyment.

communication
To improve how your body works, your body parts 
and systems require clear communication messages 
between each other, directing your function, behavior 
and self-help lifestyle strategies. Getting “fixed” or 
restored to how you were is a great idea, if that’s what 
you really want. If, however, you don’t want your old 
life back, why settle for a short-term fix? 

When you are ready to develop new strategies and 
abilities to live beyond your previous limitations, 
consider the value in developing new software for 
your body, instead of the old reboot that produces  
the same old patterns and outcomes.

Upgrade Sessions
Our Integrative Chiropractic approach for improved 
function includes a series of LIFE UPGRADE  
sessions to retrain and reprogram your body and 
mind. These sessions, like a gym-training program 
or learning a new language, are a toolkit for building 
a healthier, more sustainable life. This coaching 
awareness process is designed to enable you to 
develop strategies to adapt, and live a life without 
limits, naturally.
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the Diskin LiFe momeNtUm 
Wellness education program
This encourages, supports and perpetuates ongoing 
benefits for you to adapt and thrive. Are you happy to 
just survive, or do you want to thrive and get the edge 
in life? Receiving even the best “hands on” care is 
not likely to achieve optimal, long-term sustainability, 
unless you learn to adapt and respond appropriately 
to the everyday stresses and stimuli of life, by making 
changes through supportive advice and proactive 
self-care strategies.

Are you living your life as a passive passenger and 
observer, or are you a proactive, interactive and a 
fully-engaged driver, directing your life positively with 
passion and purpose?

Each element of what we offer adds tremendous 
value. The combined value of the complete package 
is worth more than the sum of its individual parts.

The purpose of the LIFE MOMENTUM step in our  
3 Step Vitality Program™ is for you to progressively 
and continually propel forward in life, further adapting 
to the ongoing daily stresses and challenges life 
presents. You want to be fully engaged and thriving, 
as opposed to merely existing, coping and just 
surviving. Merely achieving optimum health is not 
sufficient if you don’t proactively and continually take 
active measures toward advancing your wellbeing.

Step
3

Sri Body awareness exercises
SRI Somato (Body) Respiratory (Breath) Integration 
Awareness Exercises are a practiced skill that 
harnesses your focused attention, touch, movement 
and gentle breath to advance the self-healing process.

This is taught via interactive hands-on workshops, 
as an integral component of LIFE MOMENTUM to 
support you with self-care, body-mind awareness 
training exercises. SRI is designed to give you tools 
to proactively enhance your LIFE UPGRADE care 
results. It can also be helpful to better manage 
challenging episodes of pain, anxiety, distress and 
distractions.

Regular practice of SRI body-mind awareness 
training exercises is designed to promote greater 
health rewards and benefits, including:

U Enhancing and helping advance the speed and 
effectiveness of your care, saving you time and 
money.

U Incorporating take-home exercises and strategies 
you can easily implement into your daily life.

U Promoting your independence and self-responsibility. 
The more you practice, the more you benefit.

U Encouraging you to learn how to pay attention to, 
and notice your body, without the need for pain.

U Helping redirect your body’s attention, to release 
tension, redirect energy, and promote greater ease.

U Supporting your self-healing process and wellness 
goals.

U Facilitating and heightening your body-mind 
connection.

Life momentum™

WellNess eduCAtIoN 
Live Better by optimising your lifestyle with 
supportive and sustainable strategies.

Regular focus and practice of LIFE MOMENTUM  
self-help, healthier living lifestyle strategies will ensure 
you experience the fastest, most powerful and 
sustainable change. These strategies are provided 
through our many weekly Wellness Education 
Discover Healthier Living presentations, one-on-one 
sessions with Dr Diskin, workshops and mastery 
recordings, guest speakers, and access to our 
professional support network.

The more you understand our 3 Step 
Vitality Program™ and supportive 
healthier living options, the greater 
the benefits you can gain from your 
investment in your health. 

Our weekly DISCOVER HEALTHIER LIVING 
PRESENTATION series provides self-help concepts 
and strategies for you to more fully participate in the 
enhancement of your health, to help you fast-track 
your health journey.

We offer advice on lifestyle and environmental 
options, such as nutrition, energy, exercise, 
posture, fitness, immunity, stress, productivity, pain 
management, wellness, longevity, raising healthy 
children, mindfulness, positive mental attitude,  
and more - all essential for healthier living.

The more you understand our 3 Step Vitality 
Program™ and supportive healthier living options, the 
greater the benefits you can gain from the investment 
in your health. Partners, family and friends are also 
welcome by booking seats in advance.
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effective
Effective means profound 
changes can occur relatively 
fast, particularly when combined 
with our supportive self-help 
strategies. The greater your focus, 
determination and engagement, 
the better the results. Our 
interactive approach is powered 
by your participation and by 
your willingness to implement 
suggested health boosting 
strategies.

measurable
Measurable means our 
comprehensive initial assessments 
form the baseline to compare 
your progress with future results. 
Effective LIFE UPGRADE care 
and LIFE MOMENTUM results 
are measured, documented and 
supported by the most cutting-
edge biometric assessment 
technology, including non-invasive 
scanning and other hi-tech 
instrumentation.

Sustainable
Sustainable means your results 
should ultimately be long lasting. 
Our intention is to help improve 
your patterns and behaviours 
by reprograming how your body 
works, to make it more efficient 
and adaptable. We are focused 
on addressing causes in a 
“whole-person” model, instead of 
just treating effects and symptoms 
in isolation. You can enhance 
your results by developing greater 
self-awareness through powerful, 
proactive self-help strategies, 
which will empower you to live the 
life you always dreamed. You can 
start your journey with us now, 
whether you are in pain, stressed, 
or sick and want to be healthy, or 
are already “healthy” and ready 
to shift gears, to take your life 
expression and fulfillment to new 
heights and thrive.

multi-dimensional
Multi-dimensional means you 
and your state of health are 
contextualised from various 
perspectives. We consider that 
throughout your life you have 
likely experienced numerous and 
accumulated physical, emotional 
and environmental stresses. 
They have collectively stacked-
up and contributed towards your 
current condition and your state 
of health, body and life. The 
solution requires an equally broad- 
visioned and carefully focused, 
multi-dimensional approach. 
This big picture perspective not 
only considers multiple factors 
contributing to your current state, 
it also considers multiple courses 
of action necessary to achieve 
your goals. Where possible, we will 
offer you support to either achieve 
your goals with us, or refer you to 
our professional support network, 
whichever is in your best interests.

Natural
Natural means all procedures are 
gentle, completely safe and truly 
whole-person. We work in concert 
with your innate intelligence to 
support you, without the use 
of any physical force, drugs 
or surgery. While it may be 
necessary for you to take certain 
drugs or have a particular surgery, 
our priority is to assist you in 
achieving your health goals as 
naturally as possible, without you 
resorting to unnecessary, radical 
or risky procedures.

the Diskin Life 
3 Step vitality 
program™ is  
multi-dimensional, 
Natural, effective, 
measurable and 
Sustainable™.

3 Step 
vitality 
program™

A true whole-person 
approach - considering the 
many factors required for 
optimal outcomes.
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Ari is a Fellow of the Australasian College of Chiropractors. He has 
served in, and continues to contribute in leadership positions, and 
has been recognised with multiple distinctions and awards, both in 
Australia and internationally, including Chiropractor of the Year three 
times (in recognition of service to the profession and community). 
Australian born, Ari completed his Bachelor of Arts and Doctor of 
Chiropractic tertiary qualifications in the United States in 1984, and has 
since completed thousands of hours of additional post graduate study.

Ari’s focus is on encouraging and supporting everyone to more fully 
engage in life, to experience the difference of optimum health, and 
grasp the potential to live a life without limits, naturally.

about Diskin Life

“I believe it’s everyone’s 
birthright to thrive, since 
limitations are mostly by 
choice (not chance).

Change IS possible, and 
I can show you how.”

	  

Dr Ari Diskin
Doctor of Chiropractic USA
Healthy Life Doctor™
Chiropractor of the Year (3 times)
Fellow ACC

t 03 9417 7222
a 181 Victoria Parade, Fitzroy Melbourne 3065, Australia
e Reception@DiskinLife.com
w www.DiskinLife.com

What’s your next best step?
you decide which appointment type 
best suits your needs.

¨
Full comprehensive 
Life assessment™

A thorough review of your 
health history profile, with 
an in-depth consultation, 
to ascertain your specific 
concerns, goals and needs. 
An extensive physical 
examination, using a 
combination of sophisticated 
high tech bio-scanning 
instrumentation, to gain 
insight beyond just how you 
feel and discover how your 
body is actually functioning.

We guarantee this is the 
most thorough assessment 
of its kind you have 
experienced, or we will 
refund your cost of the 
service.

¨
complimentary no 
obligation “Let’s 
meet the doctor” 
consultation
We will briefly meet with you 
at no charge so you can 
“check us out” in person, 
and we can determine if we 
are the right wellness centre 
for you.

¨
Discover 
healthier Living 
presentations™

Attend (as our guest) one of 
our many, special self-help, 
Momentum lifestyle strategy 
presentations. Thursdays 
6pm–7pm by appointment. 
You are also invited to attend 
the BIG LIFE event, includes 
an overview of what we do 
with live demonstrations. 

Held on Monday 7.15pm 
–9.30pm, 3 times a year. 
RSVP essential.

contact Us
Please call or email us to discuss. Call 03 9417 7222 or Email Reception@DiskinLife.com

Diskin Life is a leading, world-class Chiropractic wellness centre, with an established 
reputation for providing state-of-the-art Integrative Chiropractic and Wellness 
Education. The Diskin Life 3 Step Vitality Program™ comprises our trademark 
Life Assessment, Life Upgrade, and Life Momentum steps, all of which are Multi-
dimensional, Natural, Effective, Measurable and Sustainable.

Diskin Life, located in Fitzroy, Melbourne, Australia, is led by thought leader  
Dr Ari Diskin, a dynamic, passionate and innovative American-trained Healthy Life™ 
Doctor of Chiropractic. Ari is also a speaker, author, coach, and educator, with more 
than 28 years professional experience.



Feel Better   Be Better   Live Better™

03 9417 7222
Reception@DiskinLife.com
181 Victoria Parade Fitzroy  
Melbourne 3065 Australia

www.diskinlife.com


